Recap
Consistency: Enforcing Constraints
Table Management
Doubly-Linked List
Mobile Connectivity
Disconnected or Stale Files
Consistency
Optimistic
Pessimistic
CSE 5236
Adv 05
Let each named file from right to left
also if right-changed from right
left if left-changed from left
add comments file to conflict list
If left-changed and right-changed then
least - reconcile time
(right - merged, file)
left - merged, file

left - changed
Modification time

for each named file in comment list
For each numbered file in conflict list:

- Similary process file

  
  
  delete left numbered file

  
  else

  
  copy numbered file from left to right

  
  less resolution time (left numbered)

  
  if modification time (right numbered)
Problem with using Time i - clock

decay?

decoy?  X

Suppose carry is continue.

Also nothing atomic?

important?

end procedure.

- resident on architecture left & right
- reasonable - time - second

- all or nothing put (null)
Do not cache!
- Write-through cache

Fifth - Parallel & cache hier.

Cache entry

ITL time-to-live with each

Jonathan consistency check

Short consistency - Snoopy cache

Iteratively

More data M/C - proposals done slow